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Design Optimization for Resilience for Risk-Averse Firms
1. Research goals
• Measure and quantify resilience under time-dependent 

adverse conditions 

• Determine how resilience should be integrated into firm 

design decisions

• Optimize design for a risk-averse firm that incorporates 

resilience

2. Resilience Analysis under Time-Dependent 

Adverse Conditions

• Time-dependent component resilience model

• Performance of each components of a system under 

adverse conditions

• Simulation for degradation and recovery of the 

components of system

3. Firm Decision Making for Resilience

• Design decisions for a firm impact the initial cost and resilience of the 

system 

• More resilient systems lead to less repair costs (or more revenue) while 

operating system but greater initial design costs

• A firm’s appetite for risk should impact how it trades off between higher 

design costs and higher operating and repair costs

• Firm’s utility function captures risk attitude

• Design for resilience by maximizing firm’s expected utility

Expected utility formulation for a risk averse firm

7.   Conclusions

• Unique design optimization framework that 

incorporates design for resilience with firm’s appetitive 

for risk

• Determine relationship of design variables with firm’s 

risk aversion

• Two-stage simulation optimization method to identify optimal design for 

resilience

• Ranking and selection method to select discrete design variables (i.e., the 

number of redundant components of each subsystem)

• Bayesian Optimization method to select continuous design variables 

(robustness, response time, and recovery time) given optimal discrete 

variables

5.  Illustrative Example

• Series-parallel system consists of three subsystems, each 

of which has a certain number of identical components 

connected in parallel

• The identical components in the ith subsystem posses the 

same resilience properties
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4. Optimization of Decision-Making Model

6.   Results

As risk aversion increases

• Firm will design more resilient systems

• Firm will sacrifice some profit by paying more in 

design costs

• Number of components and robustness of 

components should increase

• Response and recovery time should decrease

𝑑 Decision variables (number of components of each subsystem, mean robustness, mean time to 

response, and mean time to recovery)

𝑁 Number of random trajectories

𝜆 Risk aversion degree

𝜋 Operating profit of a firm

𝜓 System resilience

𝜔 A firm’s revenue and cost at time t

𝐶𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 The cost to design the system


